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In 2017, Shelter-NFI Cluster (IOM as Cluster Lead Agency) provided assistance
to aﬀected populations in need of S/NFI assistance across South Sudan through
shelter construction, rehabiliation, and upgrading; NFI distribution; and the
coordinated mobile and static responses of 23 S/NFI humanitarian partners.
Additionally, S/NFI Cluster mobile teams participated in the humanitarian
response to acute food insecurity in April 2017, following the declaration of
famine in February 2017. The S/NFI Cluster continuously undertakes several
intitatives to strategize diﬀerent aspects of the sector; such as House, Land and
Property (HLP) focused on shelter; accountability to aﬀected population; PoC
sites approaches; and cash-based interventions amongst others.

SHELTER/NFI COMMON PIPELINE
As cluster lead agency, IOM manages the common pipeline
for the Shelter and NFI Cluster by procuring, transporting
and storing stocks throughout South Sudan. Supplies are
accessible to Cluster partners ensuring sectorial coverage.

IOM SHELTER/NFI RESPONSE
Mobile Team

NFI

IOM Shelter/NFI response team provided shelter and
NFI assistance to aﬀected populations across South
Sudan with mobile and static response. To further
quality programming during the year 2017, IOM S/
NFI team increased its emphasis on resilience by
building communication with communities (CWC),
improving accountability to aﬀected populations
(AAP), and mainstreaming protection and gender in
its interventions.

Construc on of Fuel-Eﬃcient Stoves (FES) in Ben u
To mitigate the risk of GBV and fires, while also
improving family health and safety, IOM S/NFI team
provided fuel-eﬀicient cooking solutions to 90 percent
of households within Benitu PoC site through a skillstransfer programme aimed at teaching individuals how
to construct and maintain their own fuel-eﬀicient stoves
in combination with a cash-for-work component.
Shelter
Shelter Rehabilita on in Wau PoCAA site
IOM S/NFI team, in coordination with CCCM and WaSH, implemented
a comprehensive rehabilitation of Wau PoC site with the objective of
enhancing the site with more equitable access to services, balanced
dispersion of IDPs, and reduce congestion of makeshift shelters. Shelter
designs were adapted considering specific situations and space availability.
IOM S/NFI team has given special attention to ensure structural quality and
to prolong life span of shelters.

Shelter and NFI distribu on in Lainya, Central Equatoria State,
October 2017. IOM/2017

Shelter Upgrade in Wau PoCAA site
IOM upgraded communal shelters in Zone A and C in Wau PoC through
a cash-based modality and as part of a large-scale rehabilitation of the
site. Through a community-driven cash-based modality and using locally
available materials, these upgrades consisted of installing grass roofing and
bamboo-thatched walls.
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